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ABSTRACT

The digital management of collections in museums,
archives, libraries and galleries is an increasingly impor-
tant part of cultural heritage studies. This paper describes
a representation for folk song metadata, based on the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) implementation of the CIDOC
Conceptual Reference Model. The OWL representation
facilitates encoding and reasoning over a genre ontology,
while the CIDOC model enables a representation of com-
plex spatial containment and proximity relations among
geographic regions. It is shown how complex queries of
folk song metadata, relying on inference and not only re-
trieval, can be expressed in OWL and solved using a de-
scription logic reasoner.

Keywords: ontology, semantic web, Basque folk songs,
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1. INTRODUCTION

The field of cultural heritage studies has emerged in recent
years, and the digital management of collections in muse-
ums, archives, libraries and galleries has become impor-
tant. Digital representation of physical objects is increas-
ing, and there is political pressure on memory institutions
to make their catalogs accessible [14].

Semantic Web technologies offer a new approach to man-
aging information and processes, by using semantic meta-
data. This metadata can exist at two different levels. On
one level it can describe a document, a web page for exam-
ple, and on the other level, it can describe entities within
the document, like museum objects or songs. The purpose
of this technology is to provide context about resources on
the Web and tools to use this context, so that machines
can make decisions, using structured collections of infor-
mation and sets of inference rules that they use to conduct
automatic reasoning [4]. Semantic Web technologies per-
mit the structuring of metadata using ontologies.

Ontologies have been defined in many ways, but the
most cited definition in the knowledge sharing community
is Gruber’s [9] definition: “An ontology is a description, or
a formal specification, of concepts and relationships that
exist for an agent or a community of agents, defined in

the representational vocabulary, which is used to represent
knowledge”. Different ontologies have been developed to
represent cultural heritage knowledge, such as the CIDOC
Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) ontology [7]. The
CIDOC CRM has also been converted to OWL [8].

In the field of music information retrieval, formal on-
tologies have been used to describe data as varied as music
events and timelines [12], musical instruments [10], and
also folk music performers and records [11]. As with the
present work, the latter ontology has been expressed in the
CIDOC CRM.

CIDOC CRM facilitates the integration, mediation and
interchange of heterogeneous cultural heritage information.
It is the culmination of years of standards development
work by the International Committee for Documentation
(CIDOC) of the International Council of Museums (ICOM),
and it is now an international standard ISO21127. It has
been developed by interdisciplinary teams of experts, from
fields like computer science, archaeology and museum doc-
umentation, and it defines the underlying semantics of doc-
ument structures used in cultural heritage documentation in
terms of a formal ontology. CIDOC CRM is intended for
the representation of information required for exchanging
and integrating heterogeneous scientific documentation of
museum collections.

The work reported in this is paper is in the context of a
project of Basque folk song analysis, based on two differ-
ent Basque folk song catalogs. The first is the Cancionero
Vasco, which comprises 1902 songs gathered by Father
Donostia, a priest born in 1886. The second is the Can-
cionero Popular Vasco, which comprises 1175 songs that
were collected by Resurrección Marı́a de Azkue, a priest
born in 1864. Each song contains two types of information:
musical data encoding the melody (in MIDI format) and
metadata. This metadata represents 26 features, such as
the place where the song was collected, the normalized ti-
tle and genre of the song [5]. All this information has been
digitized and organized by Euskomedia Foundation 1 , be-
longing to Eusko Ikaskuntza - Basque Studies Society, and
Eresbil 2 , a Basque musical archive that works on collect-

1 www.euskomedia.org
2 www.eresbil.com



ing, preserving, protecting and disseminating the Basque
musical heritage.

The main objective of the project is to organize the meta-
data of songs in a hierarchical way, structuring the song
collections. This structure will allow searching in the cata-
log, grouping songs depending on their features, and mak-
ing complex queries in the catalog that are impossible to
make with a flat structure. This ontology will be used di-
rectly in the analysis of musical properties of the Basque
songs, using automated pattern discovery [6]. This consists
in discovering patterns that are distinctive and maximally
general in a genre and using these patterns to classify songs
of unknown genres.

Folk song collections have several interesting peculiar-
ities that must be handled in any formal representation.
Songs can have different geographic roles: the toponymic
information can make reference to the place where a song
was collected or to the place where the person who trans-
mitted the song was from. Songs may have missing to-
ponymic information. More than one place can exist under
the same name. All of these considerations are handled by
the CIDOC CRM solution.

Queries that can be done using the hierarchical structure
can be simple, like “get all the songs collected in Gipuzkoa
(territory)”, but more complex queries such as “get all songs
collected in Gipuzkoa or any of its contained regions” re-
quire formal inference. In Table 1 a list of use cases that
can be implemented using the structure presented in this
paper is shown. All of these use cases are handled by the
OWL reasoner with the ontology.

Get all the songs collected in territory Gipuzkoa

Get the names of all the territories

Get all the urban areas in territory Bizkaia

Get all the songs collected within Gipuzkoa (territory)

Get all the song classified as dances in Bizkaia

Get all songs with the name “Agur, adiskidea”

Get all the songs from territories that border with Bizkaia

Table 1. Use case examples for folk music metadata
queries.

2. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

This section describes the tools used to build the ontolo-
gies that structure metadata of the song catalog. The meth-
ods for representation of folk song metadata in the CIDOC
CRM are described. Finally it is shown how description
logic queries can be used to retrieve songs from the ontol-
ogy.

2.1 Development tools

The most important development tool used in this work is
OWL 2 Web Ontology Language. It is the recommended
markup language used to define ontologies for use in the

Semantic Web and it is compatible with the OWL 1 stan-
dard of 2004. It is designed to be used by applications that
process content of information instead of just presenting it.
It can describe the meaning of terms in vocabularies and
represent the relations between these terms, namely on-
tologies [15]. There is a Java open source API, for creating
and manipulating OWL ontologies, named OWL API [1].
It includes various interfaces for accessing OWL reason-
ers, that are available for download in order to provide im-
plementations to the interfaces.

OWL 2 builds on XML and provides machine readable
semantic annotations. It can express classes, object prop-
erties (roles), individuals (instances) and data properties.
Classes represent concepts, individuals represent instances
of classes, data properties represent information about in-
dividuals and object properties are representations of rela-
tions between classes or between individuals. OWL 2 is a
revision of the DAML+OIL web ontology language, and it
has more tools for expressing semantics than XML, RDF
and RDF-S.

Ontology visualization and the quality of interaction pro-
vided are very important, since the concepts expressed in
an ontology are very specific and the analysis of individual
relations is complex [13]. Protégé [2] has ontology visual-
ization techniques implemented. It provides the possibil-
ity of using different OWL semantic reasoners as a plug-in.
Semantic reasoners are pieces of software able to infer log-
ical consequences from a set of asserted facts of axioms (an
ontology), and two different reasoners are available on the
current version of Protégé; FaCT++ and HermiT.

2.2 CIDOC CRM

The CIDOC CRM has some very useful classes and roles
to build the ontologies for the metadata of folk songs.
Places are defined as instances of class E53 Place, and as
more than one place can exist with the same name, place
names are defined as instances of class
E44 Place Appellation.

Names (appellations) and places are connected by the
role P1 is identified by, which relates place (subclass of
E1 CRM Entity) instances to place appellation (subclass of
E41 Appellation) instances, making possible the existence
of two or more different toponyms with the same name.

As CIDOC CRM was initially created for museum col-
lections, it does not have a class for songs, therefore a new
class song has been added as a subclass of
E73 Information Object, with scope “identifiable immate-
rial items that have an objectively recognizable structure”.
Different song instances can have the same song name, so
the class E35 Title is used to represent the song titles which
can then be added to instances using the role
P1 is identified by.

To relate these classes CIDOC CRM has roles defined
as object properties. The roles used to build the ontology
are presented in the Table 2 below. Roles P89 falls within
and its inverse P89i contains manage regions containment
relations, permitting regions with different level of speci-
ficity referenced by songs in the catalog. These are transi-



tive roles, allowing to have containment relations between
toponyms of different specificity levels. Role
P122 borders with represents borders between different re-
gions.

Figure 1. Map of Euskal Herria territories.

Songs in the catalogs can be related to toponyms with
two possible roles; a song can be collected in a place or
it can be transmitted by someone from a certain place.
CIDOC CRM does not have object properties able to rep-
resent these roles, and two new object properties (and their
inverses) have been added: collectedIn and informantFrom.

2.3 Toponymic information

All the pieces in the Basque folk song catalogs have been
collected in Euskal Herria, a region that consists of 7 ter-
ritories, as shown in Figure 1. Three of these territories are
located in French territory, and the other four are located
in Spanish territory.

These toponyms have three levels of specificity; terri-
tory level, municipality level and urban area level, and this
specificity is represented in the ontology with a new class
for each level. The toponyms of Euskal Herria are repre-
sented as instances of the class E53 Place. Each instance
of the E53 Place class is also an instance of one of these
three classes, according to the specificity of the toponym.
Songs in the catalogs can make reference to any of these
three levels, or they can have an empty toponym informa-
tion field.

In Figure 2 an example of a toponym definition can
be seen. muni-ELORRIO is an instance of E53 Place to
specify that it is a toponym, and it also is an instance of
municipio to specify that it is in the municipality level.
As presented in Section 2, the developed ontology uses
some CIDOC CRM roles to relate entities between them.
All the toponym instances have containment relations (role
P89 falls within) to relate the urban areas with their mu-
nicipalities and municipalities with their territories. This
is represented in Figure 2 with the relations between in-
stances terr-BIZKAIA and muni-ELORRIO and between muni-
ELORRIO and nucl-ELORRIO. The borders between terri-
tories are defined using role P122 borders with, and each
song has an instance of object property collectedIn or in-

formantFrom to relate it to a toponym. The CIDOC CRM
role P1 is identified by is used to relate place appellation
instances to place instances. This is shown in Figure 2,
where the place appellation ELORRIO is related to mu-
nicipality instance muni-ELORRIO and urban area instance
nucl-ELORRIO, two different entities but with the same ap-
pellation. The collectedIn role, that relates the songs to
places where they were collected, is also shown in Fig-
ure 2, with the relation between the song 1539 and the to-
ponym nucl-ELORRIO.

2.4 Genres

The genres sub-ontology represents a hierarchy for all the
genres referenced in the two song catalogs. The hierarchy
has 51 genre classes and it has been created by musicolo-
gists from Eresbil in order to have a common classification
hierarchy for the two song catalogs, since they use differ-
ent nomenclatures for the genre names. Each song is rep-
resented as an instance of its corresponding genre class.

Figure 3 shows a fragment of the subclasses created for
the class Canciones de entretenimiento.

In Figure 4 an example of a combination of toponym
and genre information can be seen. The instances 2337 and
2338 are songs collected in an urban area called Lekaroz
from the municipality Baztan. Both have the same title,
Mila zortziehun eta berrogei, and are religious songs. In
Table 3 the definition of some of the entities of Figure 4 is
shown.

2.5 Queries

The ontology structure presented above permits complex
queries like the ones presented on Table 4. Some of these
queries are simple, like the first one on Table 4 “get all
the songs collected in territory Gipuzkoa”. The use of
a reasoner is not necessary to answer that query, since it
just returns the songs that are annotated to be collected in
Gipuzkoa. On the other hand, to solve the second query,
“get all the songs collected within territory Gipuzkoa”, the
use of a reasoner is mandatory, as it must gather all the
songs collected in all the toponyms that fall within
Gipuzkoa. There are more complex queries that are inter-
esting for song catalogs like the ones used in this project,
like “get all the song classified as dances in Bizkaia”. The
reasoner uses information about toponym and genre sub-
ontologies to answer this query, returning songs instantiat-
ing the query from both catalogs.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a method to encode and structure
metadata of folk song collections. This method uses and
extends the CIDOC CRM, which is used by many
researchers in the museum documentation field. The roles
and classes provided by CIDOC CRM have been useful in
dealing with the particularities of the Basque folk song col-
lections. The CIDOC CRM extension with song and genre
types could be used for encoding metadata of other folk
tune collections.



Role Domain Range Example
P1 is identified by E1 CRM Entity E41 Appellation muni-LEZO P1 is identified by LEZO
P1i identifies E41 Appellation E1 CRM Entity LEZO P1i identifies nucl-LEZO
P1i identifies E35 Title E1 CRM Entity Allegretto P1i identifies 3316
P89 falls within E53 Place E53 Place muni-LEZO P89 falls within terr-GIPUZKOA
P89i contains E53 Place E53 Place terr-GIPUZKOA P89i contains muni-LEZO
P122 borders with E53 Place E53 Place terr-BIZKAIA P122 borders with terr-GIPUZKOA

collectedIn song E53 Place 1539 collectedIn nucl-ELORRIO
informantFrom song E53 Place 999 informantFrom nucl-ARETXABALETA

Table 2. Roles used in the project. The top roles are CIDOC CRM roles, the last two are custom roles added for folk song
metadata representation.

E53_Place

terr-BIZKAIA

muni-ELORRIO

nucl-ELORRIO

E41_Appellation

E44_Place_Appellation

ELORRIO

song

1539

territorio

terr-GIPUZKOA terr-ALAVA-ARABA

municipio

nucleo

P122_borders_with P122_borders_with P89i_contains

P89i_contains

P1_is_identified_by

P1_is_identified_by

collectedIn

Figure 2. Example of a toponym definition. Instances are diamonds and classes are in boxes. The dashed arrows represent
class-instance relations, while solid arrows represent relations between instances and also subsumption relations.

The formal encoding of the toponymic information and
containment relations among regions brings up some in-
teresting ideas in visualization. The work of Aarden and
Huron [3] could be applied and extended to present visual-
izations of genre distributions in particular regions with the
ability to focus further on subregions. In fact any feature of
subgroup of songs, for example a distinctive pattern [6] or
any other global melodic feature, could be visualized with
reference to the toponym ontology.

Future work with ontology development will consider
the representation of melodic and rhythmic content of
songs, for example the representation of global features,
distinctive patterns, and tune families. The ontology will
also be used directly for data mining and pattern discov-
ery, with patterns distinctive to particular genres or regions
represented directly as description logic concepts and inte-
grated into the ontology.
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Entity Type Definition
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muni-BAZTAN individual Type municipio and Type E53 Place

LEKAROZ individual Type E44 Place Appellation

E35 Title class SubClassOf E41 Appellation

territorio class SubClassOf Region

Table 3. Definition of some of the entities in Figure 4.
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